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AI and the Editor
Sophie Whittle, James O’Sullivan, Michael Pidd

 

Digital scholarly editing remains an industrial craft: the materials, medium and methods are 
technological, but the work itself remains largely manual and bespoke. And because digital 
editions are labour intensive, they can be limited in scale. Editors—that is, textual scholars 
and the makers of editions—were among the first in the arts and humanities to recognise the 
publishing affordances of the digital. And so it is surprising that machine learning and natural 
language processing have not yet played a greater role in scholarly editing; that newer forms 
of computation have not advanced editions to the same degree as markup languages did in the 
final decades of the twentieth century. 

It can be easy to get caught up in looking only at the latest, most novel forms of 
artificial intelligence, for example, using OpenAI’s famed ChatGPT to assist with annotations 
and contextualising materials. But even long-established symbolic and statistical natural 
language processing techniques could be used to semi-automatically classify and understand 
the context of words and terms, allowing other kinds of insights into sources. Text collation 
to identify variants has benefited from computer assistance [1], and certainly, while methods 
which offer fresh (ie. data-driven) insights are naturally privileged over those which can only 
offer expediency, there is substantial value in computational tools that can reduce the amount 
of routine—even tedious—tasks that are required by digital scholarly editors. Natural 
language processing can assist with time-consuming editorial tasks such as annotating, 
glossing and connecting texts; such a return not only shortens timeframes to publication (and 
thus, public consumption), but also allows more time for critical examination (the bit that 
makes the editing, scholarly). One can only assume that the general lack of adoption of such 
tools and techniques among scholarly editors is a consequence of ideological opposition, lack 
of access to the necessary computational expertise, or simply ignorance of their value; 
certainly, the opportunities are there.

There are many reasons why one would object to the use of AI in editing: the (often 
valid) concerns over representativeness and accuracy of semi-automated processes [2], and 
the lack of transparency in the production of (some) tools and processes themselves. The 
introduction of AI to scholarly editing processes might involve additional work on the part of 
the editor to ascertain the sources and methods adopted by the model. Editors should also be 
mindful that any rush to AI might replicate the consequences of the rush to OCR and mass 
digitisation that occurred in the 2000s and 2010s, which precipitated poor quality outputs of 
limited use for research, squandering vast amounts of resources and labour.
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Yet, there is still value in collaborating with AI, despite having to maintain some of the 
necessary work of critiquing the output. While there are shortcomings of manual validation in 
terms of slowing down the technological task in the short term, the method of curating 
detailed prompts to input into AI models—and subsequently investigating what the AI has 
come up with—can in fact enrich digital scholarly editing and make the process quicker 
overall. 

At the most basic level, one can certainly see potential in AI as a means of enabling 
editors and their audiences to intuitively approach their curated materials through distant 
ways of reading [3]. The majority of text-centred activities in the digital humanities fall into 
three broad categories: the assemblage of textual resources (including digital scholarly 
editing), the sharing of such resources (digital publishing), and the use of computer-assisted 
techniques to quantitatively analyse cultural materials (distant reading or cultural analytics). 
Katherine Bode criticises the digital humanities for having separate “curatorial and 
statistical” dimensions, a disciplinary culture which is split between those who gather and 
edit, and those who analyse with machines [4]. That the aforementioned practices continue to 
develop in isolation has only served to slow the progress of each: digital scholarly editions 
and the practice of digital scholarly editing would benefit greatly from integration with data 
mining techniques and machine-assisted insights, and methods for computer-assisted analysis 
are only as good as the data on which they operate.

Furthermore, in a survey designed to better understand the expectations and use of 
digital editions, participants were asked, “what use would you make of the data published in a 
digital edition”, to which the most frequently cited response was “teaching”, and “text 
analysis” as a very close second [5]. Text analysis, like the edition, is changing, and as text 
analysis of the quantitative sort becomes increasingly prevalent, so too will the demand for its 
integration with digital editions as digital systems (which they are). In some instances, users 
are permitted to download the materials from editions and can subsequently conduct their 
own analyses if they have the specialist expertise or resources required to do so; but in most 
cases, it is either impossible or prohibitively cumbersome to use the data contained in digital 
editions for computer-assisted text analysis. 

The future of digital editing should be one in which the publishing platforms are 
integrated with statistical methods already being used in the digital humanities. Such a future 
would move scholarly editing, and indeed, the wider digital humanities, beyond the two 
dimensions identified by Bode. Amy Earhart believes such a future is possible: “data sets and 
editions can coexist, but only if those from digital and textual editors can find bridges to 
those approaching digital humanities from other traditions and with other goals” [6]. Seeing 
the creation of a digital scholarly edition and the application of digital methods for content 
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analysis as part of a holistic approach to knowledge dissemination would not diminish the 
intimacy of the editing process, but rather, supplement it. The combination of AI alongside 
traditional curatorial methods provides editors and audiences with different perspectives, 
specifically, the type of quantitative evidence that, for better or worse, is valued in today’s 
society as either a form of evidence or a point of entry into complex information. Embedding 
AI-driven cultural analytics in editions themselves democratises distant reading, as those 
wishing to apply such methods to the contents of an edition would be able to do so without 
the need to develop or access specialist expertise or software. And it brings reliability and 
credibility to datasets. One of the great challenges of distant reading is that methodologies are 
only as reliable as the data being tested, and in scholarly editions, we find ideal datasets 
which have been expertly, and more importantly, transparently (in that the profile of their 
curator is visible and human), compiled. 

If the ambition of digital scholarly editions is to make digitised text more accessible 
and searchable, it seems that a PDF of a printed text, archived and well described in a suitable 
repository, would be sufficient. But if the ambition is to use the digital to transform scholarly 
editing to a more radical degree, then it would seem that the ways in which critical editions 
can be read is an obvious opportunity, particularly as scholars across the digital humanities 
and AI have already developed, adopted, and tested a range of methods for doing just that. 

For editors who have a preference for textual editing traditions, their editions can still 
exist as print or as digitised editions.
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